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A. Background

In recent years, clinical and related medical information is increasingly managed by information systems as so-called the electronic medical record (EMR). However, a common definition of the term "electronic medical record" has not yet been established, causing problems in business transactions as well.

First of all, even the term "medical record" has not been given a steady definition, and although it is difficult to provide a fixed and permanent definition for such a developing concept, we at the Japan Association of Medical Informatics publish our opinion on how the EMR should be defined under the present circumstances, to solve some of the aforementioned problems. It is evident that these opinions should be revised along with technological advances and environmental changes.

To present a meaningful opinion under the present circumstances, we should primarily evaluate the current situation, since various functions expected of the EMR and its current achievements need to be taken into consideration.

Also, since functions are to be focused, we defined the EMR in the manner we considered the most adequate at present, by grasping each individual function of various existing information systems (for example, systems such as hospital information system, clinic information system, order entry system, department-specific system) rather than treating them as given infrastructures (actor analysis).

Finally, we added brief technical explanations, implementation checkpoints, as well as our thoughts on the EMR’s potential contributions to the medical reforms, described in the Grand Design.

B. Current Evaluation

Current goal attainment of the existing systems has been evaluated.

B-1. Clinical Information Sharing

A large percentage of information is successfully shared within each facility. However, information exchanges between outside institutions are few, and, if any, are limited to specific partners, and even in these cases they seldom occur routinely. Nonexclusive information exchanges are extremely rare, despite the importance of information sharing across medical institutions in improving transparency of medical practices.
B-2. Data Presentation at physician’s terminal

The increased in-house information sharing enhanced the on-demand availability of medical data on physician’s terminals, as compared to the individual order system. These systems are also helpful in providing patients with explanations.

B-3. Data Reuse

Data reuse for clinical support, management support, education, and research support has not been realized as much as we expected. However, there are some instances in hospital logistics where targeted investments have contributed to successful data reuse.

B-4. User Interface and Responses

Data entry, depending on the type of information, often requires more time than hand-writing on paper charts. This is particularly true for information generated by medical personnel, such as findings. A majority of the facilities prefers, depending on physicians’ specialties, entering free-format text data by keyboard to entering data on document templates. Few facilities are effectively utilizing mouse or tablet for graphical data entry.

C. Electronic Medical Record – Its Position and Functions

The so-called "order entry systems" have two major functions: order transmission and result query. The EMR logically includes the latter. While prescriptions and instructions must be documented in medical records, the EMR functions do not necessarily include order transmissions through information systems. Results of laboratory tests for which orders are not transmitted through information systems may be referenced by the EMR. The EMR is not the same as order transmission systems and does not necessarily include full-featured ordering systems.

The term "hospital information systems" has a very broad concept. It can include tasks ranging from basic patient information management to order transmission, performed procedure information, result database, accounting, and appointment management. It may also include various department-specific systems. It is quite natural for the order entry system and the EMR, not to mention the various department-specific systems, to share functions such as basic patient information management.

According to this point of view based on actor analysis, the main function of the EMR is to store patients' medical documents such as clinical findings and examination results, while the main function of order entry systems is
to transmit hospital information such as physician’s orders and test results. These two systems share some functions in common and constitute a part of the hospital information system or the clinic information system.

D. Definition

We defined the EMR, distinguishing the standard EMR (with the least functional requirements: Bottom-line) and the paperless EMR. In reality, EMRs at different degree of electronization exist between these two.

D-1. Standard EMR (with the least functional requirements):

(1) It does not cover all application areas, but it must support the order transmission system and the order result reference system in many of these areas, and in each of these, must form the basis for medical record information.

(2) It does not cover all information types constituting the medical record, but for many of these types, it must allow prompt information retrieval simultaneously at different places. This must be possible even for sufficiently old information. Also, such information must be retrievable in various axes (such as in chronological order, in department-specific or clinical division-specific form, or in pathway format).

(3) It must adopt standardized data formats and codes such as Health Level 7 (HL7) and Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) wherever possible, taking into consideration the transition of these data into a new system after a future model update, as well as the information sharings with other medical institutions. Additionally, the mutuality between the information stored in traditional media, such as paper and films, and the electronic information must be preserved.

(4) It must significantly improve information service for patients as compared to paper presentations, through direct viewing of a monitor screen, or utilizing a monitor screen.

(5) It must be managed with the privacy protected. Concerning the information for which the original material in the form of traditional media such as paper and films is not preserved, the implementation must satisfy the three conditions of electronic storage (securing authenticity, securing readability, and securing storability).
D-2. Paperless EMR:

(1) It must support the order transmission system and the order result reference system in all application areas, and in each of these, it must form the basis for medical record information.

(2) It must allow electronic management of all types of information constituting the medical record, and must allow prompt information retrieval simultaneously at different places. This must be possible even for sufficiently old information. Also, such information must be retrievable in various axes (such as in chronological order, in department-specific or clinical division-specific form, or in pathway format).

(3) It must satisfy D-1 (3), (4) and (5).

D-3. Additional Functions

(1) The following two functions, although not required of the EMR at present, are quite important. Therefore, positive exploitation is desirable.

   o Hospital logistics (these require too much hardware and software investments to be made an essential requirement at this point of time. The Grand Design also describes hospital logistics and the EMR as separate entities).

   o Data Reuse (data contents such as terms and codes are not standardized enough to make data reuse a requirement at this point of time. However, positive implementations are encouraged for the well standardized items such as drug names, clinical examination names, and disease names).

D-4. Supplement

Concerning the following issue, in addition to satisfying the three conditions of electronic storage and the privacy protection requirements, continuous measures should be taken in accordance with technological advances.

   o Data security and privacy protection measures that should be taken when exchanging electronic clinical information within the facility as well as among institutions.

E. Technical Explanation
E-1. Paperless

Upon evaluating the current status, we considered that the key point in classifying EMRs was whether the management of such information as physicians' findings was paperless or not. Achieving paperless management is not easy, and it currently requires a large amount of investment and the facility's effort. However, even if paperless documentation of findings is implemented, effective data reuse cannot take place without data items such as disease names and finding description being standardized; in deed, the number of institutions effectively reusing data is limited. Efforts for such standardization are being made, but if a sufficient amount of reusable data cannot be generated, one of the benefits of going through the trouble of realizing paperless management in this area cannot be expected. On the other hand, other items such as images, examination results, prescriptions, and reports are relatively well standardized, and a variety of products for these is available and is relatively inexpensive. Although they do not constitute the entire clinical information, presenting such information in visually ingenious forms to health care personnel and patients is very meaningful. Therefore, it is not appropriate to exclude such benefits from the EMR just because it's not entirely paperless. Nevertheless, the situation differs considerably by whether the management is paperless or not, and we considered this to be the key point in classifying EMRs.

E-2. Relationship with Critical Pathway

Whether managed by paper or an information system, there are three types of Critical Pathway (CP) with different degrees of implementation: CP that is simply for informing patients before the treatment; CP in which various orders are initially generated but with the subsequent changes made individually; and CP in which orders as well as subsequent changes are generated. The most important point is that, when changes are made in response to the patient's conditions, the latest and the most reliable instructions be clearly indicated. In view of accident prevention, the third type appears to be desirable, but this requires the system to be something close to the "paperless EMR" defined above. In addition, all health care personnel must check the latest To-Do list before engaging in a medical practice. In other words, medical practice becomes too risky to perform in the case of system failure, thus requiring the hospital information system an extremely high degree of reliability. As a result, constructions of hospital information systems would require a significant amount of investment. Even then, because there may be several medical personnel who make changes to the CP, there must be a person responsible of the patient's treatment process. The same thing can be said to both CPs implemented through paper and information system. This is reflected by the fact that CPs are more effectively used in facilities where nursing staff is playing...
more active roles, given the present circumstances in which nursing staff communicates information better than doctors.

Nevertheless, Critical Pathway is a very effective tool for informing patients, and should be adopted positively. However, CP is basically built upon order entry, transmission, and change implementation functions. These are not required of the EMR nor premise the use of paperless EMR. Also, changes do not have to be made electronically. On the other hand, even in the case of paperless management, the person in charge of the treatment process must not be disregarded.

E-3. Number of Information Types to be Handled

According to the definition described above, even in-hospital Picture Archiving & Communication System (PACS) alone can be referred to as EMR if the display at physicians' terminal is well thought-out. It is desirable that not only images but as much information as possible be comprehensively displayed. However, the scope of information to be handled changes with the time. For example, even a simple system allowing only prescription and examination orders within a hospital ward was called an order entry system at the time of its initial introduction, but such a system is no longer sufficient even for business transactions. It is expected that the EMR would go through a similar process. In the present circumstances, the appropriate scope of information to be handled would be most of the information for which the data is generated from machines (clinical examinations, images), and for which the order entry is implemented (prescriptions and injection). In other words, at this point of time, systems that only allow examination result reference inside the hospital would be insufficient, while systems that allow reference of information encompassing examination results, prescriptions, and images would satisfy the requirements (provided that other conditions such as an improved information service are satisfied. Particularly, the requirements such as prompt retrieval and retrieval of sufficiently old information are often not adequately satisfied even at the present time). However, concerning the latter type of information (information for which the order entry is implemented), the system must mainly handle not only order information but also implementation information. In the case of drug prescriptions, for example, the order information would be the drug name and the implementation information would be the preparation instruction. Although prescriptions in generic names and query processing should be considered, instances of such achievement are rare. It is because of these reasons that in this definition, we did not lightly regard this type of information as a necessary requirement, and that the conditions concerning on information types are not set strict.
E-4. Information Storage

Long-term storage of important information must not be interfered with by system replacement or vendor change. Although this has been accomplished in areas well standardized by such systems as HL7 or DICOM, if information is stored in proprietary formats, measures to be taken at the time of future system upgrade must be carefully considered. Also, in the case where physicians’ findings are documented electronically, if all the information subject to authenticity is to be stored in the database, in the worst case, the existing equipment may have to be maintained for as long as 5 years after the system replacement. This is an extreme view, since such information as under which circumstances and from what options the user entered the data is for usability purposes; therefore, it is not appropriate to document the user’s each and every action and make it subject to authenticity. In information system management, the documented information needs to be confirmed by the user him/herself, and it is this confirmed information that should be subject to the authenticity.

E-5. Component-Based Approach, Multi-Vendor System, and Internationalization

EMR component products are already available for some applications such as image management solutions. Good examples of such are the component products using DICOM to receive images and Web to reference them within the hospital, or those storing images in the DICOM format. Standardization allowed the use of these products which are supplied by vendors different from that of the EMR. Naturally, in these limited vertical segments, new entries into the market are promoted, giving the possibility for users to purchase better quality products inexpensively. As the standardization progresses, component-based approach will probably be possible in wider application areas. Until now, Japanese hospital information systems and order entry systems have been rarely sold abroad, and, in the same manner, foreign systems have been rarely sold in Japan. However, EMR component businesses are expected to spread into imaging modalities and bed-side monitors, and many of these are supplied by foreign vendors; some Japanese vendors also sell to overseas markets. Therefore, international procurement is inevitable, and we must say that procurement based on some proprietary standard, which doesn’t measure up to the international standard, is somewhat of a problem. On the other hand, Japan has the world highest diffusion rate of order entry systems, and given the hectic environment of hospital administration in Asian countries as compared to the Western countries, the technology which has been tested under such conditions must be of high-level. The Japanese vendors must have a vision to spread their high-level technologies through international standards.
F. Introduction Checkpoints

F-1. Paperless or Not?

The benefits (for example, information retrievable simultaneously at different places, safety improved by reduced handwritten documentations, availability of administrative, clinical, research, and educational support data) and the cost (for example, equipment (both software and hardware), purchase, maintenance, time and effort for data entry) must be weighed before decision-making.

F-2. To What Extent Should Data Be Reused?

To obtain meaningful data, certain preparation work is required (for example, master data preparation, code standardization, methods and efforts to obtain material data).

F-3. Should Hospital Logistics and Workflow Management be Included?

Although hospital logistics and workflow management are not part of the EMR functions, these are important in improving hospital services. However, in either application, gathering the basic data entails significant costs. Therefore, the amount of reduction in billing errors and dead stock, and the optimal personnel placement that would be possible by such applications need to be considered.

F-4. Is the Data Format Standardized?

At the time of system replacement, will important data migrate to the new system? Even if physicians’ findings are preserved in structured documents, will they be reproduced in the new system? In other words, if a different vendor offers a better and less expensive system at the time of next replacement, would not the format be an obstacle to data migration? Furthermore, would not the data be lost if the current vendor pulls out of the market in the first place? These issues must be taken into consideration.

F-5. Can the System Handle Increased Data Volume?

The response must be sufficient to handle the data volume not only at the time of the installation but also near the end of the system's life span. Also, the storage capacity does not have to be excessive from the beginning, but in that case it must be expandable from both system design and cost planning points of view.

F-6. To What Extent Should User Authentication and the Three Conditions of Electronic Storage Be Implemented?
These are all too expensive to be covered by the information system alone, and must be implemented along with operational procedures.

G. Towards the Medical Reform

The Grand Design cites four issues for which EMR should contribute to the resolution.

G-1. Information Provision

- Accumulation of comparable data
  
  A standardized data format must be used when accumulating important data. Also, accumulating sufficiently old data in a user-friendly format improves availability and enables meaningful comparisons.

- Clear presentation of information
  
  Clearly presenting information to medical personnel is important for work efficiency, accident prevention, and for better medical service. Understandability is also essential in assuring transparency of health care.

- Information sharing among medical workers
  
  Information exchange facilitates consultation of a second-opinion. This also is important in gaining patients' trust in the health care system, and it contributes to efficiency and priority improvements by increasing the options available to patients of medical institutions.

These three points are also emphasized in this definition of the EMR.

G-2. Quality Improvement

As data accumulation and sharing bring about more effective data analysis, establishments of new medical treatments and new evidences are expected. However, such issues as terminology standardization still need improvement and information sharing is insufficient as well. Although these goals are not to be achieved by information systems alone, continuing efforts need to be made in order to resolve these problems and to provide as much material as possible. For example, when we think of the potential contributions to genome information-related researches, gathering comprehensive, multi-center epidemiological data is essential. However, the categories of clinical data that will be required cannot be predicted at this
stage. As it is impossible to be prepared in advance for each of these particular domains, we should at least be poised to promptly provide prescriptions and clinical examination results.

Neither data accumulation nor sharing is sufficient to evaluate medical service, but even if these problems are solved, the criteria (indicators) for such evaluation remain to be properly defined. In order to assist the establishment of such criteria, data accumulation and sharing must nonetheless be made possible in an accessible manner. Yet, the information sharing promotion results in increased opportunities to disclose medical activities among physicians, and this alone can contribute to the quality improvement of health care and description.

G-3. Efficiency Improvement

Utilization of medical practice implementation information which constitutes the infrastructure of the EMR can contribute to cost reduction. However, cost reduction cannot be achieved by the EMR alone since this is made possible under cooperation in the hospital logistics system and the work and human resource management system; it also needs sufficient amount of equipment investments and data entry/registration efforts.

G-4. Safety Measures

The Grand Design describes that the safety measures concern the order entry system. It is a fact that electronic order entry can reduce errors inherent in handwritten documentations. However, these measures must not be based on the assumption that the information system can be relied upon, since data can be originated from various sources, and software developers are also humans. For the EMR to contribute to data safety, a function which utilizes various information stored in EMR to validate integrity of instructions will be necessary.

H. For the Public to Understand -- Reduction of medical cost is not the purpose

Is health care quality in Japan inferior to those in other countries? Although the ratio of medical expenditure to GDP is the lowest among industrialized nations, life expectancy and other indicators in Japan rank at or near the top, and we, along with France, have been highly evaluated by the WHO. Many advanced clinical institutions have already begun reporting information such as department-specific, disease-specific, medical worker-specific revenues and expenditures. These data should of course be used to further improve efficiency and to reduce wastefulness, but at the same time, if current health care practice is properly run, they should also
be provided as a proof of it. Appealing these facts to the general public should help win their acceptance for further allocation to health care.

However, no matter how good the eventual evaluations are, the public will not put their trust on areas which lack transparency and self-purification capacity. The medical information system, including the EMR, should provide examples of what health care providers should do and how medical informatics should be of use in order to gain public trust.
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